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also, document e8 showed (see figure) that the skilled person would know how to connect a compressor 21 to an air-suspension system supply line, as well known in the art, in such a manner that the compressor can supply compressed air at two different pressure levels to the air-suspension system. on the basis of these disclosures, it was therefore obvious how to combine a compressed-air system supplying compressed air to the air-suspension system and a compressed-air system supplying compressed air to the brake system at different pressure levels, in view of the well known prior art. document e4 also disclosed (see figure) that the skilled person would know how to connect a compressor 21 to an air-suspension system supply line, as well known in the
art, in such a manner that the compressor can supply compressed air at two different pressure levels to the air-suspension system. for machine in the braking and acceleration zones, the pressure is set to xe2x80x9cabout 35 barxe2x80x9d. for other zones, the pressure is set to xe2x80x9cabout 55 bar.xe2x80x9d (e2 at page 3, column 8, lines 22-23). this is also known as a xe2x80x9cbrake-by-wirexe2x80x9d system. such a brake system is essentially known per se and need not be described herein at length. the court finds that the skilled person, knowing the contents of the documents e2 and e1, would have had the knowledge to adjust the flow rate settings by means of a pressure-limiting valve to the requisite pressure level. the skilled person knows that

brake pressure setting devices essentially operate in braking zones at 50 bar, and the same applies to other pressure-controlled modules. hence, the decision in this case is directly applicable to the present case.
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If the air-suspension system 2,3 is constructed according to another preferred configuration, as disclosed in
documents E4, 7 and E7, whereby compressed air is supplied to the air-suspension system 2,3 by means of the inlet
48 of the motor valve 20, which is connected to a compressed air supply system not depicted in figure, the second

requirement of Article 123(2) EPC is not satisfied since the air-suspension system 2,3 is not “part of the compressed
air supply circuit” within the meaning of the claim. The compressed air supply system in the air-suspension system

2,3 is the only component which is supplied with compressed air by means of the motor valve 20, and this is the
only component which is used to move the vehicle on wheels 4. It was known, however, at the priority date, that the
compressed air supply system of an air-suspension system generally requires a pressure of about 2 to 6 bar for the
air suspension to be activated. The components of the air-suspension system, such as the accumulators 5,6 and the
valves 10, 11 and 17, are designed with this pressure requirement in mind. The components of the compressed air
supply system, on the other hand, are not designed to withstand the pressure levels of an air-suspension system,
for example, which could require a pressure of up to 30 bar. The Board noted that, on the basis of the statements

made by the patentee on page 2, lines 60-70 of document E7, the document E8 did not teach away from the
suggestion made on page 2, lines 55-60 of document E7. The Board observed that the suggestion of document E7

was in fact the same as an embodiment disclosed in document E8, with the exception that the document E8
disclosed an additional compressed-air tank (compressed air reservoir) that was dimensioned for a higher level of

air pressure than the brake system. The Board considered that the additional compressed-air tank disclosed in
document E8 amounted to a solution to the suggestion made on page 2, lines 55-60 of document E7. The Board

considered that it would have been obvious to the skilled person to combine document E7 and E8, since the
additional compressed-air tank disclosed in document E8 solved the problem of document E7. In this respect, the

Board pointed out that, in addition, the document E8 disclosed a pressure-limiting valve downstream of the outlet to
the compressed-air conduit connecting the brake compressed-air tank with the brake system. The Board considered

that it would have been obvious to arrange a pressure-limiting valve in the compressed-air conduit which was
connected to the brake system in addition to the pressure-limiting valve in the auxiliary compressed-air tank in

order to prevent the compressed air from spurting out through the protection valve (protection valve from
compressed air tank) when the brake system was in operation. 5ec8ef588b
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